Extending Your Horizons ...

Analytics & Optimization
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Peter Drucker Drucker once said; "To focus on contribution is to focus on
eﬀectiveness." Follow his advice use analytical tools to find weak links and
transform them into eﬀective contributions that align your eﬀorts and help
meet your objectives.
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Analytics & Optimization Suite
When improving your business, establish a management control
framework to identify weaknesses in your organization. Those weaknesses then can be refined and transformed into benefits, as well.
Many corporations know their costs, but may not know their performance, productivity or be aware of where their weak links are. Performance Solutions start with measuring with the right metrics: Determine your weak links through business intelligence: Measure and
Monitor Performance reporting, through Scorecards and Dashboards, provides information to identify issues and problems, quickly
by improving your decision-making tools.
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We recommend how Performance Solutions tools, such as integrated Balance Scorecards and External and Internal Dashboards, can
be enhanced to oﬀer better information for management decisionmaking and increase your visibility. Last, measuring your success will
promote concrete results in your transformation and facilitate your
Continuous Improvement processes across your enterprise.
• Finance transformation strategy
• Finance operations improvement
• Business performance planning and reporting
• Treasury management
• International Financial Reporting
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Sustainability Playbook
Sustainability Playbook presents your vision of Sustainability and the
choices you have made in this area. The corporation’s Sustainability strategy will help contribute to the long-term success of your customers and
other stakeholders. The concepts of Entrepreneurship, Stewardship, Quality and best practices form the foundation of your approach and are an apt
translation of core values: Trust, Professional and Sound Values. The Playbook describes the spearheads of your strategy: to seize market opportunities, bolster risk management, shape our social commitment and achieve
maximum eﬃciency in our internal operations.
Balanced Scorecard.
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We believe that you will better understand the impacts of business decisions and be better equipped for success by developing business scorecards. Leaders often find themselves needing to know more about their
business and not having the right data or infrastructure in place to obtain
that information to make quick, confident decisions.
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General Business Analytics
Don't have management tools to provide insight to your business? This
service focuses on your immediate needs and prepares your organization
to expand that information as your organization grows. It recognizes the
maturity of organization, aligns the needs of management with your accounting and IT departments, identifies data sources, data owners and
provides your management additional training in decision-making, if needed.
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Marketing & Sales Analytics
Marketing analytics, used by marketing professionals, describe the analysis and improvement of the eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness of marketing. This
is accomplished by focus on the alignment of marketing activities, strategies, and metrics with business goals. It involves the creation of a metrics
framework to monitor marketing performance, and then develop and utilize
marketing dashboards to manage marketing performance and strategic effectiveness.
Sales reports and dashboards are very common in any company. There
are several ways in which you can visualize sales data to understand the
trends and sales performance. But, most important is measuring the eﬀectiveness of the Sales strategy and generating the revenue it was suppose
to bring into the corporation.
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Customer & Order Analytics
Tracking the customer experience, though, is a multi-faceted challenge.
Experience is broadly an attitudinal outcome that results in a set of behaviors. Your ultimate goal is understand and determine the needs of the customer, their expectations set by your company and its products / services,
and ensure customer satisfaction. But, you first have to start by monitoring
that behavior.
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Order visibility is important for all segments of an organization. Ii is the
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dered or abandoned), and a date range. You can use this report to view
the commerce activity of your direct commerce partners. Parameters for
this report could include: profile name, profile type, profile level, profile territory and date range. This report provides you with a top level "system
status" view of the direct commerce activity that is displayed. Additionally,
Key Performance Indicators reports can be interlinked to provide another
view of how orders are impacting your organization.
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Supplier Analytics
See how much a supplier’s prices have increased or decreased in a commodity, across all items for that supplier. Use return rates and reasons to
measure a supplier’s quality and performance in a commodity. See which
suppliers and commodities have the highest return amount or number of
return transactions, and determine the most common return reasons.
Measure how suppliers for a particular commodity are performing based
on rejections during inspection.
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Publications
The business environment changes with the dynamics of commerce, regulations and perceived opportunities for growth, market share, profitability,
eﬃciency and brand image. We recognize that today Executives and Business Owners of any size company are not fully optimized nor retain eﬃciencies in day-to-day operations of doing business. Forward-thinking
leadership recognizes that Sustainability is an essential aspect of their
business strategies for the uncertain future. However, most Leaders have
not really begun to think through what it means to them, their organization
or how to implement Sustainability Transformation.
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Ralph Jarvis wrote “Any Questions?!” (ISBN 1461072824),
and his research suggests that company Leadership is
constantly searching for better ways to do business. He
feels that while many are considering Sustainability
projects individually, few are looking to fuse Sustainability
with the Lean Six Sigma. "Any Questions?" is a book for
Owners and Executives. It is an Executive Primer for Sustainable Transformation, driven by Lean and Six Sigma
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practices.
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Executives and Owners are always open to new ideas that
produce tangible results. Business leader are pragmatic by
nature. "Building a Bridge to Benefits" is a book that provides a step-by-step approach to Owners and Executives,
from Vision to Waste, to obtain Tangible Benefits, in molding an organization into a Sustainable Developed enterprise. This book builds on the case for “pragmatic Sustainability” that creates a competitive advantage by using Sustainability principles.
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Our Approach
We listen to our Clients and work with them to provide solutions for their
needs.
• From strategy to operations, we are committed to helping our clients
build their functional skills and boost performance for the long term.
• We work to develop and implement operational strategies that solve our
clients' most critical problems.
• IT, Operations, Manufacturing and other functional areas in your enterprise are candidates to use Lean and Six Sigma. These powerful
methodologies have significant impact without being capital intensive.
• We help Clients in all industries identify risk, its impact on cash flow andadjusted performance.
• We help clients develop IT strategies that are tightly aligned to business
goals and corporate priorities, and to design organization and governance approaches to deliver the highest value.
• We work with our Clients to manage the challenges and opportunities
created by growing pressure on resource systems and increasing environmental risk. © 2008-2012 All Rights Reserved |
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Contact Us
Ralph Jarvis is a senior management consultant and author with more than
35 years of International Business and IT experience. His engagements
span a variety of Fortune 500 companies; federal, state, and Indian Nation
governments; public sector agencies; as well as, not-for-profit organizations. He earned his Global MBA in International Finance at Thunderbird
School of Global Management and received his second Master’s in Management Information Systems at the University of Dallas, where he gradu-
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ated with Highest Honors. His company, Jarvis Business Solutions, is a
certified Sustainability and Lean Six Sigma Transformation consultancy.
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Ralph Jarvis, Founder, Senior Consultant and Author
Global MBA - International Finance, Masters of Management - MIS,
Executive Certificate in CSR and Sustainability, Lean Six Sigma Black Belt
Ralph.Jarvis@JarvisBusinessSoultions.com
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electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording storage, in an information retrieval system, or
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